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Rossiter 14
Boat Type: Runabout

OVERVIEW

The ideal 14-foot Deep-V Outboard. This is a craft with all the tradition and innovation of Rossiter Boats – coupled

with exceptional fuel efficiency, ride and performance that are second to none! It’s just 14 feet from stem to stern,

but performs as if it was far, far bigger, having many features you would expect on much larger boats. The Rossiter

14 was designed to thrive in big water, with exceptional stability and safety, as well as a remarkably smooth, dry ride

even when the whitecaps rule. Unlike other boats of similar size, the Rossiter 14 is rated by the Coast Guard for five

adults and 50 horses (we recommend 40hp) – so if you want to get up on plane with the whole family on board, or

pull a young water skier or two kids in a tube, you’ve found the perfect boat to do it.

Our Rossiter 14 also does very well with a 2 Stroke 25 hp if you are looking for a smaller engine. Since building the

first Rossiter 14 for a Great Lakes customer some 12 years ago, I would have to say that the feedback remains

consistent today with customers and marine operators alike saying that, “the Rossiter 14 is, without a doubt, the

softest, driest riding outboard in its class.”



SPECIFICATIONS
Basic Information

Manufacturer: Rossiter Boat Type: Runabout

Model: 14 Hull Material:

Year: 2018 Hull Type: Deep Vee

Category: Power   

Dimensions & Weight

Length: 14.00 ft Draft - max: 1 ft 10 in - 0.56 meter

LOA: 14 ft - 4.27 meter Bridge Clearance: 2 ft 2 in - 0.66 meter

Beam: 5 ft 8 in - 1.73 meter Dry Weight: 1110 ft

Deadrise Aft: 24.00 °   

Tank Capacities

Fuel Tank: 19 gallons - 1 tank(s) Holding Tank: -

Fresh Water Tank: -   

Accommodations

Total Cabins: - Crew Cabins: -

Total Berths: - Crew Berths: -

Total Sleeps: - Crew Sleeps: -

Total Heads: - Crew Heads: -

Captains Cabin: No   

FEATURES

FEATURES

Planes with five adults●

Lots of well-drained and ventilated storage●

LED Navigation lights●

Unsinkable-level flotation●

Moderate Deep V with lifting pad and planing strakes providing hydrodynamic lift for superior fuel efficiency, and a●

top speed of around 35mph/56kph

Seven, through-bolted deck cleats providing ample options for lines and fenders●

Large transom well, keeping the cockpit safe and dry in a following sea●

Cockpit drain system ensuring that all water drains to a Bilge Well equipped with an automatic bilge pump – self-●

draining scuppers optional

Solid, hand laid fiberglass hull, liner and deck●

Single piece, foam-filled molded stringer system●

Stainless steel hardware and fastenings throughout●

Strong tow rings bow and stern●

Self-bailing●

Walk thru Helm Seat●
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